
How Much More Crypt-ic Can You Get? S. R. Kriger
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ACROSS
8 (8) Unconcerned

spelunker hugs
six-time Fighter
of the Year
winner

9 (6) Remove
aught from
Keats poem and
take away muse
from Dali's
pride and joy

10 (8) Channels
surround
ancient
Sumerian city,
and Guevara
leaves St.
Peter's Basilica
and
Westminster
Abbey, perhaps

11 (6) After first bit
of work, I redo
anomaly

12 (4, 6) Cyclone
sucks up a
confused stray,
a woman just
like Wanda
Maximoff

14 (3, 4) Radius
supplied by
confused bore
(man)

16 (7)
Bible-providers
insult
backwards ages

18 (10) Detective
Drew eats
chewed-up
middle of apple,
and medium
musters the
darkest of arts

23 (2, 4) A plain
weave, freely

24 (3, 2, 3) Atoms
of neon,
replicated and
entangled, end
up like a game
of chess

25 (6) Endless Sun
God in a small
forest yields a
dissection
necessity

26 (3, 5) "Abbot,
she rearranged
some pin-ups"

DOWN
1 (5) Grain

delivered to
high school:
doctors and
witnesses take
some

2 (6) Dart after
hydrogen
agricultural tool

3 (6) Spooner
says, "Fie, my
boy!", singling
out the
instrument used
to serve a
whiskey soda

4 (7) Illicit
sardines are
what's holding
back radical

5 (8) Father
worthy of high
regard

6 (5) Ward off
bear using
momentum
instead of heat
capacity

7 (8) That man,
introduced to
irregular
repetition,
appended
manuscript,
producing
axioms

12 (4) Bottom bunk
provides a
resting place

13 (4) Partner to
mind main
content of essay

14 (8) I board an
emergency
vehicle (without
unusual
extremities) to
give
atmosphere

15 (3, 5) She and
felon, reformed,
become like
man and wife?

17 (2, 5 ) Hog snot
all over the
place results in
Rome's policy,
but not Hot
Topic's?

19 (6) Locate
reformed
daughter of
Gaia

20 (6)  John's
written over two
articles leading
to the Promised
Land

21 (5) Weapon flew
high above, we
hear

22 (5) Cut short,
Ernest mixed up
Elvis's
trademark look


